
Gays and jobs

Discussion
Discuss these questions with a partner:

1. Are there any well-known gay people in your country in the following areas:
politics TV the military
the church sport the law

2. Are there more gay people in some professions than in others? Which ones? Why do you think
that is?

Reading
Read the articles below and answer these questions:

1. Which article is about someone starting a job? Whaťs the problem?
2. Which one is about someone leaving a job? Why is the person leaving?

SECOND OFFICER RESIGNS
Another senior naval officer resigned last night as a
result of the Governmenťs deeision to allow
homosexuals to join the armed forees.
Commander James MaeDonald, 43, who fought in the
war in Bosnia, said of the Governmenťs deeision:
"There are many good military reasons why
homosexuals should not be allowed into the armed
forees. The Government, however, has ehosen to
make a decision for politieal and legal reasons."
Commander MaeDonald's resignation came a day
after Brigadier Howard Jones, 47, asked to retire early
for similar reasons. Brigadier Jones said: "I have no
personal problem with homosexuals, but I do believe
strongly from both a moral and a rnilitary point of
view that there is no plaee for them in the army. The
Government has reached its decision for no good
military reason."

True or false?

ANGER OVER LESBIAN MAYOR
Janis Hewitt will be ready for some strong opposition
when she beeomes mayor of the small Welsh town of
Llanford next week. She announeed yesterday that her
lesbian partner will be mayoress.
Ms Hewitt points out that she has never made any
seeret of her relationship and she sees no reason to
start doing so now. "We have been together for 20
years," she said, "and we have never hidden the faet.
It really shouldn't be a problem. There are more
important issues, like getting a better life for people."
Gareth James, chairman of the loeal Conservatives,
disagrees strongly. "This has eome as quite a shoek,"
he said angrily. "It degrades the position of mayor. It
is not the sort of thing we assoeiate with this town.
Things like this don't happen here."

Read the articles again and decide if the following sentences are true (T) or false (F):

1. Both officers feel there are military reasons why gays should not be allowed in the armed forces.
2. Brigadier Jones has a personal dislike of homosexuals.
3. janis Hewitťs lesbian relationship has been a secret for 20 years.
4. Gareth James is unhappy with the idea of Janis Hewitťs partner being the mayoress.

Discussion
Discuss these questions in srnall groups:

1. Do you think it is OK to have gay people in the armed forces? Why? Why not? Whaťs the situation
in your own country?

2. Should Janis Hewitt be allowed to choose her lesbian partner as mayoress? Would it be a problem
in any way? Could this happen in your country?
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Language
1. Look through the articles again and underline all the expressions with the word 'reason'.
2. One of the following patterns is wrong. Which one?

a. I see no reason to worry about it.
b. I see no reason not to employ her.
c. I see no reason why he shouldn't work here.
d. I see no reason of changing my mind.
e. I see no reason for getting upset about it.
3. Put these expressions into the sentences below:

the real reason some reason one good reason no reason
1. I can't think of why we shouldn't give him the job. He's the ideal candidate.
2. Nobody knows why he decided to resign, but there are lots of rumours around.
3. You can't sack someone for If you do, you'll be breaking the law.
4. For he thinks gays can't do the job properly, but he can't explain why.
4. Delete the word or phrase which does not fit this sentence:

She had to leave her job for personal, financial, medical, powerful, a number of reasons.

Discussion
Discuss these questions in pairs:

1. Do you think that there are any jobs which
homosexuals should not be allowed to do?
Consider these:

teacher
priest
nurse
TV presenter police offi4er

2. Do you think people should have to declare
their sexuality when applying for any of those
jobs? If so, which ones?

3. Think of three reasons why an employer
might not employ someone who is gay. Are
any of these good reasons?

4. Would you employ a gay person? Why? Why
not?

child minder
politician
doctor

5. Can you think of any jobs which a gay person
would be better at than someone who was
straight (heterosexual)?

6. Have you ever worked with someone who
was gay? Was their sexual orientation a
problem?
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